
Vincent Descombes — Occupant of the Chair of the Action Theory in the Icole des Hautes

Itudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris).

The concept of the political authority
The paper proposes a new approach to the concept of the political authority based on

author’s conception of meaning institutions (institutions du sens). Author’s analysis starts

from an exploration of conceptions of political authority in G. Simmel's and A. KojPve’s

writings. Simmel’s analysis conceptualizing the relation of authority as an interactive rela@

tion along the line of Hegel’s dialectics of master and servant arrives to the following par@

adox: the status of ruling authority proper to a ruling person A depends on the activity of

the ruled person B. A. KojPve solves this paradox noticing that the obedience of B to A’s

orders is a voluntary obedience. But this solution leads to KojPve’s paradox: now the

authority must completely reside on both (the ruler A and the ruled person B). P. Wintch’s

idea considering  the relation of authority as internal relation is proposed as a way out.

According to V. Descombes, two individuals have the same notion of authority due to the

participation in the same social practices ('meaning institutions'). Hence the notion of

political authority is essentially social notion.

Bruno Gnassounou — Chairman of the Department of Philosophy at the University of Nantes.

Reasons, rules, and rights
Two meanings of the notion of duty are distinguished: the first one refers to practical neces@

sity being an expression of the practical rationality; the second one refers to a normative

order of obligations. There were temptations to reduce practical rationality to logic of

norms, for example in Kant. Some major difficulties of this kind of analysis were pointed

out by V. Descombes. The author explains the impossibility of the reverse reduction, that

is the reduction of normative notions to one of practical rationality. As a case study the

conception of Hobbes is discussed in details. The author argues in favor of an implicit idea

presented in Hobbes according to which the rights are conventional human institutions

that nevertheless are founded on 'natural' reasoning, that is, as Descombes put it, on 'rea@

soning which aims the human good'. 

Yuriy Ischenko — PhD in philosophy, Deputy of Rector of the Center of Humanities, NAS

of Ukraine. The research interests are: history of philosophy, philosophy of language,

humanities. 

What would say Heraclitus to Parmenidus?
Dialogic approach to the history of philosophy demonstrates discoursive return to several

fundamental ideas that contradict one another. The art of a philosopher turns the ideas
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into concepts that either reproduce or assemble certain senses into something universal.

The concepts are subjective to the limit, and they change an individual who thinks some@

thing over. This turns a philosophy historian into a co@creator of texts. 

Reconstruction of philosophic concepts from this point of view shows, that a very in-
teresting dialogue between Heraclitus and Parmenidus could have taken place. From the

standpoint of regarding philosophy as the problems history the fact is weighty, that the con@

cepts created by them are the samples (ways) of overcoming primary non@ruggedness of

creative and conceptual thinking together with witnessing of their non@reduction towards

images. Parmenidus was among the first ones to propose an idea of logical evidence, sep@

arating mind from conjecture, as well as logical thinking from the creatively sensual one,

having formulated principles of identity and non@contradiction. Heraclitus put attention

to phenomenal existence constantly being in an unstoppable and contradictory movement

of establishment which harmonizes contradictions in fleeting identities. In that thought,

Hegel perceived the first certain definition of establishment, which is, at the same time, the

first authentic definition of a thought, like the beginning of philosophy was seen in 'exis@

tence exists, non@existence does not exist' of Parmenidus.

VVakhtang Kebuladzeakhtang Kebuladze — PhD, Philosophical Department of National Taras Shevchenko

University of Kyiv. The research interests are: phenomenology, ontology, epistemology,

social philosophy.

Intentionality as a characteristic of the empirical mental acts and as a transcendental condiE
tion of the possible experience
The article is intended to investigate the concept of intentionality of Edmund Husserl and

its reflection in the philosophical conception of Vincent Descombes. The author aims to

show two different levels of intentionality — psychological intentionality and transcenden@

tal@philosophical intentionality. In this way he tries to solve the problem of the passive

intentionality.

Vadim Menzhulin — PhD in philosophy, Department of Philosophy and Religion, National

University 'Kyiv@Mohyla Academy'. The research interests are: history of philosophy, psy@

chology and psychiatry; philosophy and biography.

Philosophy, biography and psychoanalysis: the case of Nietzsche. Part I. 'A therapist'
The article presents the first part of the research on the links between the psychoanaly@

sis, F. Nietzsche's philosophy and some aspects of his biography. In this part, the author

demonstrates that not only Nietzsche named himself a philosopher of suspicion, a psy@

chologist and a physician of culture, but he also created his own version of 'psychologi@

cal analysis'. The author draws attention to the similarity between the several crucial

concepts of Nietzsche’s philosophy and different types of psychoanalysis (Freudian,

Jungian, Adlerian). He also tries to observe, how this sort of 'congeniality' with psycho@

analysis appeared in Nietzsche’s attitude towards philosophy. Like a therapist, Nietzsche

not only described the history of Western philosophical thought in terms of a disease

(philosophy as a symptom, as a symbol of degeneration, as a compensation for the fun@

damental inferiority of the philosophers and a disguised manifestation of their will to

power), but also prescribed to the philosophers a comprehensive course of treatment,

which involved such aspects of well@being, as nourishment, climatic conditions, physi@

cal activity and so on.
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Cyrille Michon — Professor of Philosophy at the University of Nantes; Member of the

Institut Universitaire de France.

Pereat mundus fiat iustitia. The problem of exceptions from moral norms
The article analyses the problem of exceptional situations which induce a conflict between

major moral interdictions, on the one hand, and a responsibility concerning circumstances,

on the other hand. Three main strategies that resolve this conflict are: 1) reclassification of

action, 2) taking into account circumstances of action that permit to violate ethical norms,

3) making distinction between an active action and an action of nonintervention. Having

evaluated this strategies, the author proposes and argues for an alternative solution based

on the scholastic doctrine of double effect which makes distinction between the direct

result of action which the agent strives for and the indirect result which is provoked but not

aimed by the agent. 

Volodymyr Navrotskyi — PhD in Philosophy, Senior research fellow, Department of Logic

and Methodology of Science, Institute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of

Ukraine. The research interests are: logical semantics, analytical social philosophy.

Argumentative semantics
According to the author’s basic idea the construction of adequate theory of social inter@

action depends in a large extent on development of argumentation theory in the different

directions. A lot of aspects of argumentation are not subject to logical study. This fact has

led a number of researchers to the opinion that argumentation is beyond the reach of for@

mal logic. This logic must be replaced by informal logic, which takes into account not

only the logical criteria of correctness of argumentation but also non@logical factors.

However, in recent years a number of publications have shown possibility to model argu@

mentation by means of formal logic. Hence the task is to represent one of directions of

such a modeling. It demonstrates the possibility of dealing with arguments which contain

defeasible conclusions. 

The author analyzes argumentation approach to the formal representation of the

dynamic aspect of reasoning. It is based on the fact that potential annulment of conclu@

sions is the substantial feature of many types of reasoning. They are characterized as prima

facie reasoning, reasoning by default, updated or modified reasoning. Argumentation ap@

proach shows that such a resoning is a form of argumentation. The paper expounds argu@

mentation semantics for modified reasoning. It generalizes and improves the logics of non@

monotonycity, represents them as the special forms of theory of argumentation. It is an

effective model for explanation of argumentation.

Valentyn Omelyantchik — Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Leading research fellow of the

Department of Logic and Methodology of Science, Institute of Philosophy named after

Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine. The research interests are: theory and history of modal

thinking as applied to logic, ontology and action theory. 

Philosophical traditions of Vincent Descombes
The main ideas of Vincent Decombes’ position are explained with a bit of chronology in

the setting of analytic and continental philosophical traditions. The article discuses in

some length the influence of Lucien TensiPre’s structuralism, essentially its realistic and

non8mentalist understanding of linguistic structure, on Descombes’ conception. It is

argued that these two features are present, on the one hand, in Descombes’ ontology of
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'totalities' or real systems, and on the other hand, in his non@mentalist conception of

human action. The author observes that Aristotelian realism which according to a remark

of Pascal Engel is 'so long absent in French philosophical tradition' revives in the philoso@

phy of Vincent Descombes.

Myroslav Popovich — Academician, Director of the Institute of Philosophy named after

Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine. Editor@in@chief of the 'Filosofska Dumka'. The research

interests are: logic, methodology of sciences, and philosophy of culture. 

Sense and freedom
The article investigates the determination of human action by cognitive normative struc@

tures grounded in culture. Descriptive and normative approaches to the definition of cul@

ture are compared. The author proposes to apply the notion of ideal element, developed in

logics and semantics, to the analysis of social action. Ideal elements do not have any

immediate correlates in empirical reality. They contain loose assumptions and idealiza@

tions that contribute to the development of language and theory. Among the ideal elements

of the heritage of the European civilization, the author distinguishes the idea of the person

or 'legal personality', which also includes the concepts of the agent and the bearer of free

citizenship. The article investigates ancient roots of this idea related to the notion of per8

sona. A tension in Roman culture is stated between the personalist paradigm of the 'soul@

image@name' and its background in archaic moral and legal beliefs.

Andriy Vasilchenko — PhD in philosophy, Senior research fellow, Department of Logic and

Methodology of Science, Institute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of

Ukraine; Senior Lector, the Department of Philosophy and Religion, National University

'Kyiv@Mohyla Academy'. The research interests are: logic, formal ontology, analytical

metaphysics.

Actions de simulacro
The article investigates actions directed towards fictional objects (actions de simulacro).

This is a separate class of actions, to be considered along with actions directed towards real

objects (actions de re) and actions directed towards the properties of real objects (actions

de dicto). In particular, the article studies logical characteristics of practical reasoning that

justifies actions de simulacro, as well as corresponding psychological factors. Fictional

objects are considered from the standpoint of structural psychoanalysis, as emotionally

loaded meaningful formations that fix personal experience and constitute the basis of what

can be called individual ontology. Taking into account the role of personal ontology and

subjective creation of meaning in the development of intentional action provides a ground

of questioning the Wittgensteinian thesis of the impossibility of personal language.

Oleksii Viedrov — Postgraduate at the Department of Social Philosophy, Institute of

Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine. The research interests are: tran@

scendental pragmatics, discourse ethics, philosophy of humanities.

Beyond dogma and ideology: status of critical social studies within K.EO. Apel's
Wissenschaftslehre
An idea of principle inferiority of language, of language as a carrier of many defects which

defeat an adequate cognition and adequate communication, appears to be not only philo@

sophical but also cultural generality. Instead of this, the author makes an attempt to clari@
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fy the mutual reference of language and ideology, and to elucidate offered in K.@O. Apel's

teaching recipes of rectification of ideological curvatures of language. 

The article is aimed at relating twofold architectonics of discourse to the threefold doctrine

of academic disciplines within the framework of Apel's transcendental pragmatics. Critical

social studies have some features both of the transcendental language game and of partic@

ular empirical language games, that is they do not intrinsically belong neither to the first

nor to the latter. Therefore, architectonics of discourse needs revising in order to reserve

place for critical social studies. 

Anatoliy Yermolenko — Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Head of the Department of

Social Philosophy, Institute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine.

The research interests are: social philosophy, communicative philosophy, ethics, and his@

tory of modern philosophy.

ValueEnormative grounds of science and moral autonomy of subject
The paper approves the statement on value@regulatory foundation of science — social sci@

ence in particular — as mediated by argued scientific discourse. The regulative idea of such

a discourse is an ideal communication. The transcendental@argumentative ground of ethics

constitutes the normative condition of social theory grounding, meanwhile the intension@

al content of social theory is derived from critical@reconstructive social sciences. This

statement is concretized through application to different theories, especially to those

which are associated with bio@technology and genetic technology, preimplantation diag@

nostics etc. The discoursive foundation of science presuppose, by@turn, an autonomous

subject able to bear responsibility for elaboration and realization of such projects, comple@

menting the individual responsibility with common responsibility on the basis of discour@

sive ethics. 

Oxana Yosipenko — Research fellow at the Department of History of Philosophy, Institute

of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of Ukraine.

The problem of meaning and its main transformations in French philosophy of the second half
of 20th century 
The author investigates the main stages in the development of the concept of Meaning in

French philosophy of the second half of 20th century. The first stage is identification of the

problem of Meaning in the phenomenology of М. Merleau@Ponty, who connected this

problem with his task to develop the concept of 'extended, cultural@historical mind'. The

second — structuralism — stage connects Mind with the concept of social mind, shifting

its investigation from the sensual domain into the domain of logic of social connections.

The third stage consists in criticism of the structuralism's philosophical program. 

Structuralism's concepts of Meaning and Mind are criticized for their formalism and

causality. Meanwhile, the development of analytical philosophy of language and philoso@

phy of mind has transferred these concepts into the domain of the rule of later L. Wittgen@

stein: Meaning has possessed a status of a 'regulative principle' of social life, which repre@

sents a normative system, or in the terms of V. Descombes, a social institution. 

The author demonstrates various ways of exploring the concepts of Meaning and Mind,

and proves, that, by ignoring an opportunity of methodological reflection upon these con@

cepts, any humanitarian or philosophical investigation will easily shift into determinism,

individualism, or subjectivism. 
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